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Abstract 
The continued quest for increased power density and efficiency in power converters has led to 
development of capacitor-based power converter architectures, which exploit the much higher 
energy density of capacitors than inductors. In this talk, I will discuss some recent advances in 
this space, such as new circuit topologies, control methods, and integration techniques. I will 
highlight examples of such converters for power conversion in space and weight-constrained 
applications along with challenges associated with their design and operation. The first 
application is datacenter power delivery, where I will share some recent record-breaking power 
density and efficiency 48V dc-dc conversion architectures, with power conversion efficiencies 
exceeding 99%, and power densities above 300 kW/liter. The second application is hybrid and 
fully electric aircrafts, which have the potential to significantly reduce harmful greenhouse gas 
emissions associated with the rapidly growing aviation industry. I will present our work on ultra-
high-density electric drivetrains in response to targets for efficiency and weight set by NASA 
studies, with experimental validation of a lightweight 1 kV, 200 kW DC-AC inverter system. Key 
practical challenges and innovations to achieve efficiency > 98.5%, and power density >20 kW/kg 
will be addressed, along with digital control architectures to achieve redundancy and scalability. 
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